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Abstract Changes in pitch angle distributions of electrons with energies from a few eV to 1MeV at
dipolarization sites in Earth’s magnetotail are investigated statistically to determine the extent to which
adiabatic acceleration may contribute to these changes. Forty-two dipolarization events from 2008 and 2009
observed by Time History of Events and Macroscale Interactions during Substorms probes covering the inner
plasma sheet from 8 RE to 12 RE during geomagnetic activity identified by the AL index are analyzed. The
number of observed events with cigar-type distributions (peaks at 0° and 180°) decreases sharply below 1keV
after dipolarization because inmany of these events, electron distributions becamemore isotropized. From above
1 keV to a few tens of keV, however, the observed number of cigar-type events increases after dipolarization
and the number of isotropic events decreases. These changes can be related to the ineffectiveness of Fermi
acceleration below 1 keV (at those energies, dipolarization time becomes comparable to electron bounce
time). Model-calculated pitch angle distributions after dipolarization with the effect of betatron and Fermi
acceleration tested indicate that these adiabatic acceleration mechanisms can explain the observed
patterns of event number changes over a large range of energies for cigar events and isotropic events.
Other factors still need to be considered to assess the observed increase in cigar events around 2 keV.
Indeed, preferential directional increase/loss of electron fluxes, which may contribute to the formation of
cigar events, was observed. Nonadiabatic processes to accelerate electrons in a parallel direction may also
be important for future study.

1. Introduction

During dipolarization, which has been observed at Earth’s tailside during geomagnetic activity [Baumjohann
et al., 1999], several features associated with electron distributions have been detected, including particle
injections and variations in pitch angle distributions. Rapid energization of electrons (injections) under

magnetic field dipolarization appears to be common from geosynchronous altitude to 30 RE [Gabrielse et al.,
2014], and injection properties and associated with ion injection, flow, and magnetic field variations depend
critically on the satellite’s location relative to the dipolarizing flux bundles and associated flow bursts.
Several observed injection features have also been reproduced in a test particle approach in which spatial
properties of injection regions and anisotropy of electrons were investigated [Birn et al., 2014].

Some electron pitch angle distribution (PAD) studies have included the nightside tail region [e.g., West
et al., 1973; Smets et al., 1999; Sergeev et al., 2001; Shiokawa et al., 2003; Åsnes et al., 2005; Wu et al., 2006;
Wang et al., 2010; Fu et al., 2011, 2012b; Runov et al., 2013]. Among these, Smets et al. [1999], Wu et al.
[2006], Fu et al. [2012b], and Runov et al. [2013] reported variations in pitch angle distributions observed
at dipolarization sites.

Smets et al. [1999] studied 10 keV electron pitch angle distributions as a function of spatial location along the
tail region after the dipolarization phase of a substorm. They reported Interball observations of PADs at
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various locations and explained them in the framework of Fermi and betatron acceleration at different
locations along the tail. The pitch angle distributions were found to be perpendicular peaked (i.e., pancake),
ring-type (i.e., butterfly), and beamlike at L= 7, 9, and 11, respectively. The ring-type distributions were
explained as a result of the transition region between dipole and tail-like configuration. The pancake and
beamlike distributions were explained from variations of relative importance between betatron and Fermi
accelerations at dipole and tail-like configuration regions.

Wu et al. [2006] used Cluster observations to study the evolution of energetic (20–200 keV) electron pitch
angle distributions in the midtail (>10 RE) that accompanied substorm-associated magnetic field
dipolarizations. Electron fluxes were observed to increase for perpendicular pitch angles (pancake
distribution), which evolved into isotropic distributions, then evolved into mixed distributions, a combination
of perpendicularly peaked distributions and beamlike distributions. At the end of each of three episodes, all
PAD distributions evolved into a beamlike or field-aligned distribution. These phenomena have also been
explained by a model based on betatron and Fermi accelerations in the study.

Fu et al. [2012b] adopted data of Cluster 1 to statistically examine the PAD of suprathermal electrons
(>40 keV) inside the flux pileup regions (FPRs) behind the earthward propagating dipolarization fronts
around XGSM<~�11 RE at tailside. Based on the anisotropy defined from the ratio of observed perpendicular
and parallel flux, the pancake distribution is found to be primarily inside the growing FPR, the cigar
distribution is mainly inside the decaying FPR, and the isotropic distribution is within the steady FPR. The
mechanism of betatron cooling was specifically discussed, which also causes field-aligned acceleration as
Fermi acceleration does.

Runov et al. [2013] used Time History of Events and Macroscale Interactions during Substorms (THEMIS)
observations to investigate the PAD of low-energy (0.2 keV) electrons and omnidirectional energy-time
spectrograms of higher-energy (30–500 keV) electrons observed at and near dipolarization fronts in the
plasma sheet. In the three cases investigated, pancake-type and cigar-type distributions were found to
coexist at the same front. The results suggest that energetic electron PADs are mainly pancake type near the
neutral sheet (|Bx|< 10 nT) and mainly cigar type above and below it (|Bx|> 10 nT). The betatron effect was
remarked to be related to a short dropout in the energetic electron fluxes.

The above case studies of electron PAD focused mainly on limited energy. However, because changes in
electron pitch angle distributions would not be confined to a limited energy range during dipolarization, it
would be beneficial to acquire a statistical picture of these changes versus energies at a large range. The
significance of adiabatic acceleration mechanisms (betatron and Fermi accelerations) to these electron PAD
changes at different energies during the dipolarization process can thus also be examined. Since the THEMIS
mission covers a wide range of radial distances around the equatorial plane in Earth’s magnetotail, and
electron energies from a few eV up to 1MeV can be detected, we use its observational data set to investigate
variations in pitch angle distributions of electrons at different energy channels at dipolarization sites.

2. Instruments and Data Analysis

The THEMIS (Time History of Events and Macroscale Interactions during Substorms) mission, launched in
2007, was designed to address substorm-related questions using coordinated multipoint observations [e.g.,
Angelopoulos et al., 2008]. Its five probes (THA, THB, THC, THD, and THE) carry identical instruments to
measure plasma parameters. Although the probes’ highly eccentric orbits near the equatorial plane cover
wide radial distances, most sampling is done from about 8 RE to 30 RE.

The charged particle instruments on THEMIS are the electrostatic analyzer (ESA) and the solid state telescope
(SST). The ESA measures electrons and ions from 3 eV to 30 keV; the SST measures electrons from 30 keV to
6MeV. The full distributions for particle fluxes of different energies from all incoming directions can be
detected within 32 spins (~96 s), so pitch angle distributions of charged particles can be determined every
96 s. Electron data from all ESA and SST energy channels (30 ESA channels and 10 SST channels) were
analyzed. Pitch angle distributions were derived from the THEMIS Data Analysis Software provided by
the mission.

Dipolarization events observed when probe apogees were located on the tailside of the geomagnetic field
system were selected for this study. To enhance our understanding of the effect of dipolarization on electron
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distribution, we selected events that were not limited to be associated with aurora observations. Instead,
because many dipolarization events found in the 2008 to 2009 THEMIS data occurred as AL index values
became more negative, these events were selected. Dipolarization events that occurred as the AL index
recovered from its minimum were excluded to ensure that those selected for our database occurred during
periods with similar geomagnetic disturbances. To select appropriate events for analysis, the dipolarization
angle δ, defined as tan�1(Bz/(Bx

2 + By
2)1/2), where Bx, By, and Bz are the measured magnetic field components

in the GSM coordinate system, is examined. Figure 1 shows an example of dipolarization. Magnetic field data
measured by the THEMIS fluxgate magnetometer (FGM) (Figure 1b) are adopted to calculate the temporal
change in δ (Figure 1a) [Auster et al., 2008]. This case is from 22 February 2008, when the AL index was
decreasing to �340 and THD was located at XGSM =�11.31, YGSM = 1.92, and ZGSM =�2.74. The angle δ was
near 45° before 06:40:11 UT (t1), marked by the first blue dashed line. Subsequently, it maintained mostly
large values with some fluctuations and rose to maximum of about 90° at 06:41:59 UT (t2) as the blue arrow

Figure 1. (a) The dipolarization angle δ derived from FGMmagnetic field data for 22 February 2008 event observed by THD.
Time is plotted from 06:39:02 to 06:43:00 UT (x axis). The blue lines demarcate the time of this variation. The blue arrow
indicates when the maximum δ occurred. (b) The three magnetic field components Bx, By, and Bz from FGMmeasurements.
(c) The corresponding PAD in time sequence (left to right) observed by ESA at the highest-energy channel (20,026 eV).
(d) The corresponding PAD in time sequence (left to right) observed by SST at the lowest-energy channel (29800 eV).
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indicates. After t2, δ dropped back to about 45° at 06:42:05 UT (t3). After this time t3 (represented by the
other blue dashed line), the field again became less dipolarized. In this plot (Figure 1a), the time before t1 is
denoted as “before” dipolarization, and the time after t3 is denoted as “after” dipolarization. Therefore,
the pitch angle distributions before dipolarization were determined from data recorded at the time before
and closest to t1, which would be within the temporal resolution of the data, 96 s, and those after
dipolarization were determined from data recorded after and closest to t3, also within 96 s. Although, as
shown in Figure 1a, other dipolarizations occurred after t3, only the first dipolarization event was selected.
In this study, the dipolarization time for each event was determined based on the criteria shown in this
example. In addition, (1) only events with probe positions within 45° of the XGSM axis were selected to exclude
those that occurred at the low-latitude boundary layer. (2) Only events that occurred in the region with
plasma β> 0.5 (thought to be the inner plasma sheet [Angelopoulos et al., 1994; Grigorenko et al., 2012])

Figure 2. Angular spectrum (y axis) versus time (x axis) of the observed differential energy flux of electrons based on
the dipolarization event in Figure 1. (a) Spectrum in the pitch angle α for the highest-ESA-energy channel (20,026 eV).
(b) Spectrum in the pitch angle α for the lowest-SST-energy channel (29,800 eV). (c) Spectrum in the azimuthal angle Ф for
the highest-ESA-energy channel (20,026 eV). (d) Spectrum in the azimuthal angle Ф for the lowest-SST-energy channel
(29,800 eV). The vertical white dashed lines indicate the time at t1, t2, and t3 as shown in Figure 1a.
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before and after dipolarization were
taken into account. (3) Events caused
by flapping of the magnetotail
were excluded. (4) Events with
dipolarization-like behavior but related
to plasma sheet boundary crossings
were excluded. (5) Events with no
significant change in dipolarization
angle δ were also excluded. That is, all δ
in the event database with a change
more than 15° became greater than 20°
and increased by more than a factor of
1.5 after dipolarization, satisfying the
criteria adopted by Sigsbee et al. [2005].

Observed variations of PADs at
dipolarization for this event are shown
in Figures 1c and 1d. Figure 1c shows
the observed temporal changes for the
highest-energy channel of ESA at
20026 eV (Figure 1c, left to right). The
observed differential energy flux
(marked as eflux in the plots) of
electrons versus pitch angles is plotted.
The default data set provided by the
THEMIS mission is gridded by eight
cones from pitch angle α=0° to 180°;
each cone is 22.5° wide. The eight halo
squares in each panel of Figures 1c and
1d present the eight data values of
each cone. After dipolarization, the PAD
evolved from cigar distributions (peak
at α= 0°, 180°) to isotropic distributions,
and the total flux decreased (Figures 1c
and 1d, left to right). Figure 1d shows
the temporal changes for the lowest-
energy channel of SST at 29,800 eV;
evolution from cigar distributions to
more isotropic distributions (Figure 1d,
left to right) is also shown. The
observed angular distributions of
electron fluxes of longer period at the
ESA’s highest-energy channel and the
SST’s lowest-energy channel for each
dipolarization event are examined to

ensure that only events with consistently observed features across these interface channels are selected for
the event database. Figure 2 illustrates this examination for the event in Figure 1 shown from 06:30 UT to
07:00 UT. Figures 2a and 2b show the pitch angle distributions of differential energy flux observed in this
period; they feature with decrease from 06:30 to 06:40 UT and then gradually increase with time. In
observations of the highest-ESA channel (Figure 2a) and the lowest-SST channel (Figure 2b) from 06:37 UT,
the PAD exhibits a cigar-type distribution before t1 and becomes more isotropic with increasing time after t3.
Figures 2c and 2d are spectrograms of the observed differential energy flux of electrons versus Ф. (The
azimuthal angle,Ф, is the angle relative to the probe-Sun direction in the probe’s spin plane.) Figure 2c shows
the highest-energy-ESA channel, and Figure 2d shows the lowest-SST channel. Both figures also indicate that

Figure 3. (top) THEMIS probe positions for 42 selected events in the inner
plasma sheet in the x-y plane in GSM coordinates. (bottom) Probe positions
for the selected events in the r-z plane in GSM coordinates.
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the differential energy flux in all Ф
decreases from 06:30 to 06:40 UT
and then gradually increases with
increasing time. Hence, the observed
features in both PAD and Ф crossing
the energy channels of ESA and SST
are examined to be consistent, so this
event is selected in the event base.
Sun contamination has been
removed from the SST data. After
implementing the above steps, 42
dipolarization events from 4 February
to 13 March 2008 and from 1
February to 15 March 2009 were
selected. Table S1 in the supporting
information displays the observed
dipolarization starting time and
the THEMIS probe associated with
each event. The event in Figure 1
corresponds to event no. 13 in this
table. Figure 3 shows the probe
positions (marked in different colors)
during these 42 events. Figure 3 (top)
shows the probe positions in the x-y
plane, and Figure 3 (bottom) shows
them in the r-z plane, both in GSM
coordinates. The observed pitch
angle distributions of electrons from
these events were analyzed. In
addition to the cigar and isotropic
distributions shown in Figures 1c and

1d, four other major types of pitch angle distributions were also found in the data. These include pancake
(peak at 90°), butterfly (peaks between both 0° and 90°, and 90° and 180°), combo (peaks at 0°, 90°, and 180°),
and beam distributions (peaks in a specific angle with other angles dropping to below detectable thresholds).
Beam distributions were only found for electrons with energies exceeding 60 keV. The remainder of the PADs
usually exhibit a peak at one specific angle (except 90°) and gradually decrease at other angles. Others may
exhibit a peak only at 0° or 180°, probably due to electron loss to the atmosphere within a bounce period.
Some other distributions have two or more peaks at other pitch angles. These cannot be categorized as any
of the above types. They are probably transition states of pitch angle evolution as electrons gyrate and
bounce along field lines as the field strength/configuration changes during dipolarizations.

To pursue the effect of betatron and Fermi accelerations on PAD of electrons when dipolarization occurs,
cigar, pancake, isotropic, and butterfly distribution events are investigated. If the electron PADs are isotropic
before dipolarization, the dominance of Fermi acceleration could account for their cigar distribution after
dipolarization. The dominance of betatron acceleration, however, could account for their pancake
distribution after dipolarization. The butterfly distributions may be transitory, eventually evolving into cigar
or pancake distributions. For the above reasons, these four types of PAD events are further investigated. The
types of PAD have been attributed to preferential peaks of distributions in specific pitch angles. Since the
isotropic distribution has been inferred to have no significant peak in any direction [e.g.,Wu et al., 2006] but
have given no specific quantitative definition, we define isotropic events using an additional criterion: the
percentage differences of the observed differential energy flux between cones must not exceed 25%. In
Figure 1c (right), the value of this percentage difference is 23.31%, so this event is categorized as isotropic
after dipolarization. Nevertheless, in Figure 1d, although the PAD is isotropized after dipolarization, since the
percentage difference is 41.72% (Figure 1d, right), the PAD after dipolarization is not included in the database

Figure 4. (a–d) Number of observed events versus all energy channels
before dipolarization for the four types of pitch angle distributions in this
study. Types of PAD are shown in each panel from Figures 4a–4d.
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as an isotropic event. Figure 4 is a
histogram of the numbers of observed
events (42 in Table S1 in the
supporting information) versus
energies for the four types of PAD
before dipolarization. The number of
cigar events, the largest among these
four types of PAD events, peaks at
the energy channel around 300 eV
(Figure 4a). The number of isotropic
events is the second largest with peak
number at 3 keV (Figure 4c). There are
more butterfly events (Figure 4d) than
pancake events (Figure 4b). Both
pancake and butterfly events occur
more often at higher-energy channels
than at lower energy channels.

Figure 5 shows the histograms of
changes in the numbers of observed
events for the four types of PAD after
dipolarization versus different energy
channels. The number of cigar
distribution events decreases at
energy levels below about 1 keV after
dipolarization (Figure 5a). If effective
betatron acceleration had taken place
during dipolarization, these cigar
events would have become more
isotropic. As shown in Figures 5a and
5c, at similar energy levels, the
numbers of cigar events above 1 keV
increase, whereas those for isotropic
events decrease, suggesting that Fermi

acceleration may become effective at these energy levels. When the evolution of observed PADs was
analyzed event by event, numerous events were found to start with cigar distributions and end with more
isotropic distributions at a few hundreds of eV levels. Many of them, however, did not reach the quantitative
criteria to be categorized as isotropic events so the change in numbers below 1 keV in Figure 5c is limited.
Also, many events that began with isotropic distributions ended with cigar distributions after dipolarization
at an energy level above 1 keV. Therefore, as shown in Figures 5a and 5c, the changes in the numbers of
observed cigar events and isotropic events tend to exhibit opposite phases over energies above 1 keV to
50 keV. After dipolarization, there are noticeable increases in pancake event numbers around 10 eV and
60 keV (Figure 5b). Before dipolarization, butterfly event numbers peak at ~20 keV and a few hundreds of keV
(Figure 4d). After dipolarization, these numbers increase even more at above 200 keV and below 1 keV yet
decrease in the energy level in between (Figure 5d).

3. Conservation of the First and Second Adiabatic Invariants

To discuss the features of change in the numbers of observed events for the four types of PAD in Figure 5 more
systematically, betatron and Fermi accelerations are considered. The goal is to enhance our understanding
of the extent to which these adiabatic acceleration processes can account for the observations. The fundamental
concept is to input the observed PAD before dipolarization, through calculations of changes in pitch angles
based on betatron and Fermi accelerations, to acquire the PAD after dipolarization. Because field lines in the inner
plasma sheet are closed, the effects of conservation of first and second adiabatic invariants can be considered
toward betatron and Fermi accelerations.

Figure 5. (a–d) Variations in the number of observed events versus all
energy channels after dipolarization for different types of pitch angle
distribution. Types of PAD are shown in each panel from Figures 5a–5d. The
red bars indicate the increased numbers, and the blue bars indicate the
decreased numbers.
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Before applying these invariants to
obtain the magnitudes of
acceleration/deceleration in the
perpendicular and parallel directions,
the validity of their invariance needs to
be checked thoroughly for each
energy channel for each event. This
depends on both the temporal and
spatial scales of the dipolarization. For
the first adiabatic invariant μ to be
valid, the time scale of the gyroperiod
τg must be smaller than the
dipolarization time (εt= |τg∂t (lnB)|≪ 1).
For the second adiabatic invariant J to be
valid, the bounce period τb must satisfy
εt= |τb∂t (lnB)|≪ 1. In addition, the
Larmor radius ρmust be smaller than the
spatial scale of varyingmagnetic fields to

satisfy εr=max|ρ∇⊥(lnB), ρ∇‖b̂|≪ 1, and
ε≦ 0.187 is selected [Elkington et al.,
2002]. The critical value ε is determined
from the criteria that the perturbation
above which the adiabatic motion will
be violated satisfies e�1/ε= ε/4π2

[Chirikov, 1987]. The validity of these
invariants is examined from the
observed ambient magnetic field
strengths B1, B2, and B3 and the probe
location in L shells L1, L2, and L3 at t1,
t2, and t3 for each event. Here the
field-line length is considered to be
proportional to L. For convenience, a
dipole field configuration is chosen: τg
and τb are modeled based on a dipole

with relativistic effects taken into account [Walt, 2005]. As the L shell increases, the field line is more
stretched so τb from a dipole actually represents theminimum bounce period. The actual bounce period, which
can be even closer to the dipolarization time, results in more cases that violate the second adiabatic invariants.
The spatial scale parallel to the field line is chosen to be from the equator to the latitude where the field
strength is doubled, so it is the field-line length from the magnetic equator to magnetic latitude 24°. As to the
spatial scale perpendicular to the field line, the criterion ε= ρ|∇⊥(lnB)|≦ 0.187 indicates that ρ needs to be
smaller than 0.0623 L to allow the μ conservation to be valid.

The observed dipolarization time for these events ranges from a few tens to hundreds of seconds. This time
period is divided into two parts and compared with τg and τb (from t1 to t2 and from t2 to t3 (refers to
Figure 1a)). The validity of the second adiabatic invariant J for the observed events based on the criteria
above is shown in Figure 6. The y axis gives the event number based on Table S1 in the supporting
information; the x axis shows the energy channels. There are two lines for each event: The bottom line
represents the validity from t1 to t2; the top line represents the validity from t2 to t3. The red dashed part
represents the energy range for which the second adiabatic invariant J is invalid; the solid black part denotes
the range for which it is valid. The plot shows that for most events, the second adiabatic invariant is invalid for
electrons below 1 keV. Thus, we expect that the Fermi acceleration is not operational for electrons below
1 keV during dipolarization. The blue parts at high energy levels for some events represent the energy
channels for which even the first adiabatic invariant μ is invalid because of the large ρ of electrons at this high
energy level.

Figure 6. Validity of the second adiabatic invariant J for each event. The
y axis shows the event number based on Table S1 in the supporting
information. For each event, there are two corresponding horizontal lines.
The bottom one shows the validity from the beginning of dipolarization
(t1) to the time when δ reaches maximum (t2), and the top one shows the
validity from the time of maximum δ (t2) to the end of dipolarization (t3).
The red dashed lines represent the energy range over which J is not
valid; the solid lines indicate the valid energy range. The blue lines
represent the energy channels in which the first adiabatic invariant μ
becomes invalid due to the large Larmor radius.
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The next step is to calculate the pitch angle α after dipolarization. Here the phase space density (PSD) is
assumed to be constant, and the probes observed the same population during dipolarization. This implies
that the flux tubes initially have the same PSD, and they are pushed around by the dipolarization but retain
the memory of having come from that PSD. Therefore, for an electron with initial pitch angle α0 = tan

�1(V⊥1/V∥1),
perpendicular velocity V⊥1, and parallel velocity V∥1, if μ is valid from t1 to t3, the ratio between its perpendicular
velocity V⊥3 and V⊥1 is (B3/B1)

1/2. As shown in Figure 6, there are energy channels for which μ are invalid.
Therefore, if μ is valid from t1 to t2 but invalid from t2 to t3, V⊥3/V⊥1 is assumed to be V⊥2/V⊥1 = (B2/B1)

1/2;
if μ is invalid from t1 to t2 but valid from t2 to t3, then V⊥3/V⊥1 is assumed to be V⊥3/V⊥2 = (B3/B2)

1/2. When μ
is invalid, the electrons are not confined by the magnetic fields and may become more isotropic unless
there are large changes in magnetic field strengths later. The detail changes in angular distributions require
particle simulation through case studies. Figure 6 shows that this violation of μ took place at higher-
energy channels for only a few events (blue parts), so here this isotropization is not elaborated. If the
second adiabatic invariant J is valid from t1 to t3 because the field-line length is proportional to the L value,
we have V∥3/V∥1 = (L1/L3). If it is valid from t1 to t2 but invalid from t2 to t3, the change in parallel velocity is not

Figure 7. Modeled variations of the pitch angles of electrons and PAD types for the dipolarization event detected by THD at
around 06:25 UT on 22 February 2008. (a) The uniformly distributed initial α (α0) in eight cones (denoted by 1, 2, 3… 8) from
0° to 180° with a size of 22.5° of each cone. The different colors present various α0. (b) The model-calculated α after
dipolarization (α′) from the conservation of the adiabatic invariants. The α becomes perpendicular as the light green arrow
indicates. (c) The observed PAD of electrons before dipolarization at the 108 eV energy channel. (d) The model-calculated
PAD after dipolarization (blue line) based on the variation of α shown in Figures 7a and 7b. The observed PAD after
dipolarization is plotted as a solid black line. (e) The observed PAD of electrons before dipolarization at the 67,400 eV
energy channel. (f ) The model-calculated PAD based on the variation of α in Figures 7a and 7b for 67,400 eV. The observed
PAD after dipolarization at this energy channel is also plotted as a solid black line.
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taken into account from t2 to t3 in the
current calculation, and V∥3/V∥1 is
assumed to be (L1/L2). If J is invalid
from t1 to t2 and from t2 to t3, the
change in V∥ is not considered, so V∥3
is assumed to be V∥1. Again, using the
observed magnetic field strengths B1,
B2, and B3 and the probe position in
the L shell as L1, L2, and L3, based on a
dipole, the above calculation can be
carried out. After dipolarization, the
electron pitch angle α becomes
tan�1(V⊥3/V∥3).

The above information on pitch angle
changes during dipolarization for each
energy channel of each event can be
used to calculate the evolved PAD after
dipolarization, based on the observed
PAD before dipolarization. The method
is illustrated in Figure 7. Figure 7a
exhibits the eight equally divided
cones in pitch angles from 0° to 180°
marked from 1 to 8. The different colors
represent the electrons with different
initial pitch angles α0 before
dipolarization. The colors have been
plotted to be blue based in cones 1 and
8, light blue/light green in cones 2 and
7, yellow based in cones 3 and 6, and
red based in cones 4 and 5. The event
observed at 06:25 UT on 22 February

2008 by the THD is the example (i.e., event no. 12 in Table S1 in the supporting information) for this
illustration. The pitch angle after dipolarization, denoted as α′ for each given α0, can be derived from the
observed B1, B2, B3, L1, L2, and L3 from the steps depicted in the previous paragraph. From Figure 6, J is only
valid above 60 keV for this event for the entire dipolarization process (i.e., event no. 12, solid black line).
However, since the L value of the probe for this event does not change, only betatron acceleration is effective.
As shown in Figure 7b, the calculated electron pitch angles move toward the perpendicular direction after
this dipolarization. For example, electrons with α0 = 44° and 136° (light green arrow in Figure 7a) change their
pitch angles to α′= 50.44° and 129.56°, respectively (light green arrow in Figure 7b). Consequently, after
dipolarization, these pitch angles move from the second cone into the third cone and from the seventh cone
into sixth cone. Figure 7b also shows that some electron populations with α0 originally in the first and eighth
cones (blue-based colors in Figure 7a) move into the second and seventh cones, respectively, as shown
by the blue-based colors in Figure 7b; after dipolarization, some of those in the third and sixth cones
(yellow-based colors in Figure 7a) move into the fourth and fifth cones, respectively, as shown by the
yellow-based colors in Figure 7b. Hence, the portion of the measured differential energy flux of electrons in a
given cone that transferred to another cone because of changes in their pitch angles can be acquired based on
the information on changes from α0 to α′ when dipolarization occurs. The PAD after dipolarization can
then be calculated. Figure 7c shows the PAD of electrons observed by ESA in the 108 eV energy channel before
dipolarization for this event. Figure 7d exhibits the model-calculated PAD from this observed PAD, with drops at
both 0° and 180° but increases at around 90°. The observed PAD after dipolarization is in cigar distributions
(solid black line), with distinct drops at both 0° and 180°. Figure 7e shows the observed PADbefore dipolarization
at a higher-energy channel (67,400 eV) measured by SST, which peaks around 90°, and so is categorized as
pancake distribution. The model-calculated PAD shows a sharper pancake distribution, a consequence of pitch

Figure 8. The model-calculated change in event number versus all energy
channels after dipolarization for the four types of pitch angle distributions
at different regions. (a–d) The cigar, pancake, isotropic, and butterfly
distribution events.
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angles moving toward 90° (Figure 7f).
The observed PAD (solid black line) at
this energy channel also shows a sharper
pancake-like distribution. In practice,
since the electron energies could change
to other energy channels when their
pitch angles change after dipolarization,
such electron populations are also
added or subtracted to finalize the
model-calculated PAD. These final
model-calculated PADs are categorized
using the same criteria adopted in
Figures 4 and 5. The change in the
numbers of events using the final
model-calculated PAD as the PAD after
dipolarization is shown in Figure 8.
The calculated numbers of cigar events
after dipolarization exhibit a decrease
at energy levels below about 1 keV
(Figure 8a) (note that the Fermi
acceleration is not effective under
this energy level (Figure 6)). The
model-calculated numbers of cigar
events above 1keV increase with a
peak value of +8 events around 10 keV

(Figure 8a); the observed change in the numbers of cigar events has an even more distinct increase with a peak
value of +12 events around 2keV. A pattern over energies resembling the observations shown in Figure 5a is
exhibited: Decrease in lower energy channels below 1keV (blue colored) and increase at higher energy levels
above 1 keV (red colored), except for above 60keV, of which themodel-calculated results show an excess number
increase compared with the numbers above this energy level in Figure 5a.

Although the patterns of this change in the numbers of events over energies are similar, themodel-calculated
results show less increase, (especially between ~1 keV and 10 keV) than observed results (Figures 8a and 5a).
Nonadiabatic mechanisms could cause parallel acceleration, such as accelerated from external electric fields
or from pitch angle scattering by whistler mode waves. Flux loss in α= 90° could also be important [e.g., Hada
et al., 1981; Asano et al., 2010]. Such electric fields have been observed at dipolarization fronts [Apatenkov
et al., 2007; Runov et al., 2011; Gabrielse et al., 2012; Fu et al., 2012a; Huang et al., 2012a] and whistler mode
waves during dipolarizations [Le Contel et al., 2009; Deng et al., 2010; Huang et al., 2012a]. The factors can
also be external sources of electron population, such as an ionospheric source of field-aligned moving
electrons [Hada et al., 1981; Abel et al., 2002]. Recently Zheng et al. [2012] reported Cluster observations of
1 keV electrons at the plasma sheet streaming from the ionosphere. This could supply more parallel-moving
electrons at this energy level and produce more cigar events. Note that field lines at outer L shells in the tail
(from 9 RE to 19 RE) have been observed to possess more cigar distributions [Shiokawa et al., 2003]. Because
field-line lengths will be shortened and may move closer to the Earth during dipolarization, probes may
also detect electron populations associated with field lines from outer L shells, and the numbers of observed
cigar events can rise. Figure 9 shows the analyzed numbers of observed events with flux changes in
preferential directions after dipolarization versus energy channels based on events with significant
increase/decrease in total flux. These numbers imply that when dipolarization occurs, external source/loss of
flux is involved. Events with loss dominated in α= 90° as well as events with increases dominated in both 0°
and 180° between 1 keV to 10 keV exist (Figures 9b and 9c). The increase in the numbers of cigar events above
1 keV may also be due to these preferential directional flux changes. Figure 9d also shows that decreases
below 1 keV can be dominant in both 0° and 180°. This dominance can be caused by electrons with pitch
angles inside the loss cone being ripped off into the atmosphere, which can also reduce the numbers of cigar
events after dipolarization in addition to the ineffectiveness of Fermi acceleration at this energy level.

Figure 9. Number of observed events with dominant directional flux
changes after dipolarizations at specific pitch angles versus energies.
(a) Preferential 90° increase, (b) 90° decrease, (c) 0° and 180° increases,
and (d) 0° and 180° decreases.
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Furthermore, for the model-calculated pancake distribution events, the calculation produces an
enhancement in numbers of events after dipolarization for most energy channels (Figure 8b). Because Fermi
acceleration is not effective below ~1 keV, simply taking betatron acceleration into account at this lower
energy level may cause generation of an excessive number of pancake events compared with the observed
change in numbers (Figure 5b). Figure 9a also shows the significant increase in 90° at higher-energy channels
above a few tens of keV; this increase may also contribute to the observed increased numbers in pancake
events around 60 keV. As to the source of this flux at 90°, particle injection from betatron acceleration
associated with increased magnetic field strengths at the dipolarization front, as simulated for high-energy
electrons in the tailsidemay provide a clue to explain it [Ashour-Abdalla et al., 2011; Gabrielse et al., 2012, 2014;
Birn et al., 2014]. This mechanism of acceleration was proposed decades ago by Kivelson et al. [1973].
High-energy electron populations can also be generated from acceleration by magnetic reconnection at the
X line [Hoshino et al., 2001], at themagnetic island [Huang et al., 2012b], and at the pileup regions of magnetic
fields [Imada et al., 2007].

Regarding isotropic events, the model-calculated change in the numbers of events after dipolarization
(Figure 8c) shows pattern over energies similar to the observed one (Figure 5c). That is to say, both figures
exhibit a significant decrease above 1 keV, and the extent of this decrease gradually lessens as energy
increases. The model-calculated change in the numbers of butterfly events shows a closer pattern over
energies at energy channels above 10 keV. However, for lower energy channels, the model produces
excessive numbers of events after dipolarization.

4. Summary and Discussion

Observations by THEMIS probes in Earth’s magnetotail in 2008 and 2009 were analyzed to investigate pitch
angle distribution features of electrons from a few eV to MeV at 42 dipolarization sites in the inner plasma
sheet during geomagnetic activity associated with AL index decrease. Changes in the numbers of cigar,
pancake, isotropic, and butterfly distribution events after dipolarization were analyzed (Figure 5). Changes in
the numbers of cigar and isotropic distribution events after dipolarization were found to be connected.
The decrease in the observed number of cigar events below ~1 keV (Figure 5a) is related to greater
isotropization of the observed cigar distributions below this energy level. Above ~1 keV, the observed number
of cigar events is found to increase distinctly (Figure 5a), which is related to the observations thatmany isotropic
events have evolved into cigar events above this energy level. Therefore, the observed number of isotropic
events is found to decrease distinctly above ~1 keV (Figure 5c).

Modeling changes in PAD during dipolarization based on the conservation of the first and second adiabatic
invariants have also been used to assess the influence of betatron and Fermi accelerations on PAD. Although
previous studies emphasized the significance of Fermi acceleration by field-line shortening for tailside
electrons, we find that this may apply only to electrons with energies above 1 keV, as the validity of J for each
event, depicted by black solid lines, shown in Figure 6. As Figure 8a shows, the greater number of cigar events
at energy levels above 1 keV in the model-calculated results is consistent with greater effectiveness of Fermi
acceleration above 1 keV. The model-calculated pattern of change in numbers of isotropic events over
energies (Figures 8c) is also consistent with the observed pattern (Figure 5c). The above features in the
model-calculated results suggest that adiabatic acceleration mechanisms can explain the observed patterns
of changes in event numbers over a large range of energies for cigar events and isotropic events.

Nevertheless, other factors to generate more cigar events after dipolarization still need to be considered
since the observed changes in the numbers of events are greater than the model-calculated ones, especially
at the level of a few keV (Figures 5a and 8a). These factors can be nonadiabatic acceleration mechanisms
and external source/loss of flux at specific pitch angles, as addressed in section 3. Observations show that
there are events with dominant flux increase in both α=0° and 180° at lower energies between 200 eV and
10 keV (Figure c) and there are also events with dominant flux decrease at α= 90° from 600 eV to 20 keV
(Figure 9b). These observed dominant flux changes in specific pitch angles from external source/loss could
contribute to greater numbers of cigar events after dipolarization at the level of a few keV.

As to the pancake events, unlike other three types of PAD, the model-calculated change in the numbers of
events after dipolarization is excessive (Figure 8b) than what is shown in observations at most energy
channels (Figure 4b). Therefore, the question that the extent to which betatron acceleration could contribute
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is important. Nonadiabatic parallel acceleration mechanisms may still be required to interpret the observed
increase of cigar events at the level of a few keV; such parallel accelerations could then suppress the effects
from betatron acceleration, which could have produced more pancake events in model-calculation results.

Butterfly distributions have been attributed to the effects of shell splitting or magnetopause shadowing as
electrons drift [West et al., 1973; Klida and Fritz, 2013]. Considering the longer time scale of electrons
drifting over one orbit, however, this effect should be less important during dipolarization. The formation of
butterfly distributions from competition between betatron and Fermi acceleration should be a reasonable
hypothesis. However, the model-calculated results show that adiabatic accelerations may still explain the
pattern of the observed change in numbers above 10 keV to some degree but not for energy channels below
10 keV (Figures 4d and 8d). Improvements are expected when nonadiabatic acceleration mechanisms are
included. Note that before dipolarizations, the numbers of both pancake and butterfly events are much lower
than those for cigar and isotropic events (Figure 4). Therefore, finding more pancake events and butterfly
events from more observational data would also be helpful to substantiate the conclusions.

In summary, adiabatic accelerations can explain the pattern of changes in the numbers of both cigar
and isotropic distribution events over most energy channels up to a few tens of keV. Other factors still
need to be considered to explain the observed changes in detail. We hope that the results from the
observations/modeling of PAD at dipolarization sites based on adiabatic accelerations presented in this
paper motivate future studies.
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